
  

The date for implementing National Minimum Wage increases is 1 April 
2018, including the largest increases in a decade for the rates that apply 
to 18-20 and 21-24 year olds.   

The National Minimum Wage (NMW) is the minimum pay per hour most 
workers are entitled to by law. The rate will depend on a worker's age and 
if they are an apprentice. From 1st April 2018 the new hourly rates will 
be: 

YEAR 25 & 
OVER 

21 TO 
24 

18 TO 
20 

UNDER 
18 

Apprentice 

2018 £7.83 £7.38 £5.90 £4.20 £3.70 

 

 For apprentices the rate is £3.70 for those under 19, or 19 or over who 
are in their first year of apprenticeship. 

It is against the law for employers to pay workers less than the National 
Minimum Wage or to falsify payment records. 

 

Openspace 
To ensure security with the transfer of documents for you to view and 
approve we are keen to encourage our clients to use Openspace. Email is 
insecure. Royal Mail is slow and has ever increasing costs. Consumer file sharing 
sites are complex to manage for multiple clients and do not always comply with 
UK data protection requirements. 

IRIS OpenSpace is a safe, simple and secure collaborative tool for Gall Robertson 
as a practice and clients to share documents with each other and get client 
approval electronically. 

We will be speaking to clients about making sure they are registered on 
Openspace to ensure we can use this going forward. 

  

 

 

 

National Living Wage and National Minimum 
Wage 
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The Scotland Act 2016 gave the Scottish Government the power to set income tax rates and thresholds 
for Scottish taxpayers for 2017-2018 onwards. 

The draft Scottish Budget announcement in December 2017 introduced a range of changes for 2018 to 
2019 including:- 

• a new starter rate of income tax of 19% on the first £2,000 of income above the Personal Allowance 

• changing the Scottish basic rate threshold so that applies to income from £13,851 to £24,000 only 
(20%) 

• introducing a new intermediate tax band of £24,001 to £43,430 which will be liable to income tax at 
21% 

• increasing the Scottish higher and top rates to 41% and 46% respectively. 

A summary table of these proposals is available on the Scottish Government website. If you have any 
employees who live in Scotland for most of the year, they need to make sure HMRC has their correct 
address details on record so they pay the correct amount of Income Tax. Please ask them to make sure 
their address details are up to date with HMRC. 

 

 

GDPR 
With the introduction of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) becoming law on 25 May 2018 we 
are reviewing the information we need to hold on your behalf for Payroll.  

This is a shake-up in data protection which means we need to continue to be careful in regard to 
security of client information. We need to ensure that data provided is limited to what is necessary and 
ensure that it is processed securely.  

Your information in regard to Payroll needs to be retained by you, the Controller, for 7 years. Whilst we 
will retain the payroll records for 7 years, your employee information will be kept only for as long as 
necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are processed. This may be a change for you, as 
we will be returning staff records on a more regular basis. 

Our full approach to GDPR will be summarised on our Privacy Statement, which we are currently 
finalising. 

 

 

Scottish Income Tax Changes  
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Increase of Auto-Enrolment Contributions 

All staging dates are now past and any new employer must ensure that you perform your duties as an 
employer.  The minimum contributions that you and your staff pay into your automatic enrolment workplace 
pension scheme are increasing. This is also sometimes known as phasing. It is your responsibility to make sure 
these increases are implemented. Minimum contributions are increasing in two phases. The first increase 
must be in place from 6 April 2018 and the second from 6 April 2019. 

Who does this apply to? 
All employers with staff in a pension scheme for automatic enrolment must take action to make sure at least 
the minimum amounts are being paid into their pension scheme. This applies to you whether you set up a 
pension scheme for automatic enrolment or you decided to use an existing scheme. 

However, you don’t need to take any further action if you don’t have any staff in a pension scheme for 
automatic enrolment or you are already paying above the increased minimum amounts. Additionally, if you’re 
using a defined benefits pension scheme then the increases do not apply. 

What are the increases? 
The amount you and your staff pay into your pension scheme will vary depending on the type of scheme you 
have chosen and the rules of that scheme. You can find this information in the scheme documents sent to you 
when you set up the pension scheme or you can speak to your pension provider. 

Most employers use pension schemes that currently require a total minimum of 2% contribution to be paid. 
The calculation for this type of scheme is based on a specific range of earnings. When you are calculating 
contributions for this type of scheme you include the following: Salary; wages; commission; bonuses; 

overtime; statutory sick pay; statutory maternity pay; ordinary or additional statutory paternity pay; statutory 
adoption pay. 

By law a total minimum amount of contributions must be paid into the scheme. You, the employer, must 
make a minimum contribution towards this amount and your staff member must make up the difference. If 
you decide to cover the total minimum contribution required, your staff won’t need to pay anything. 

This table shows the minimum contributions you must pay and the date when they must increase: 

Date 
Employer minimum 
contribution 

Staff 
contribution 

Total minimum 
contribution 

Until 5 April 2018 1% 1% 2% 

6 April 2018 to 5 April 
2019 

2% 3% 5% 

6 April 2019 onwards 3% 5% 8% 

The staff contribution rate may vary depending on the type of tax relief applied by your scheme. If you are 
unsure check your scheme documents. 
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Illegal Workers 
The Government has recently taken further steps in order to reduce the risk of illegal working taking place 
in businesses across the UK. You can be sent to jail for 5 years and pay an unlimited fine if you are found 
guilty of employing someone who you knew or had “reasonable cause to believe” didn’t have the right to 
work in the UK. 

This includes, for example, if you had any reason to believe that: 

• they didn’t have leave (permission) to enter or remain in the UK 

• their leave had expired 

• they weren’t allowed to do certain types of work 

• their papers were incorrect or false 

 
All employers should be checking every single employee before employment commences. If you are just 
checking employees that have a different colour skin, accent or foreign sounding name, then that itself can 
be classed as discrimination. You can be penalised if you employ someone who doesn’t have the right to 
work and you didn’t do the correct checks, or you didn’t do them properly.  
You won’t have to pay the civil penalty if you can show you made the correct ‘right to work’ checks. 
 
 
 
 

Payroll Year End 
We are fast approaching 5th April 2018 and will be submitting all of the payroll information for the 2017/18 

tax year to HMRC on your behalf. 
This would be a good time to check that you have sent all the PAYE/NI payments we have asked you to 

send. After the final payroll before 5th April we will send you some correspondence regarding the year-end 
figures. We would be grateful if you could send us your agreement by OpenSpace or by post so we can 

submit the information to HMRC on your behalf. 
 
 
 

If you have any questions relating to your payroll please call 01896 751050 and ask to speak to the 
payroll team. We will be delighted to help you. 
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https://www.gov.uk/check-job-applicant-right-to-work

